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ABSTRACT
Function-as-a-service (FaaS), an emerging cloud computing par-
adigm, is expected to provide strong elasticity due to its promise
to auto-scale fine-grained functions rapidly. Although appealing
for applications with good parallelism and dynamic workload, this
paper shows that it is non-trivial to adapt existing monolithic ap-
plications (like web services) to FaaS due to their complexity. To
bridge the gap between complicated web services and FaaS, this
paper proposes a runtime-based Semi-FaaS execution model, which
dynamically extracts time-consuming code snippets (closures) from
applications and offloads them to FaaS platforms for execution. It
further proposes BeeHive, an offloading framework for Semi-FaaS,
which relies on the managed runtime to provide a fallback-based ex-
ecution model and addresses the performance issues in traditional
offloading mechanisms for FaaS. Meanwhile, the runtime system
of BeeHive selects offloading candidates in a user-transparent way
and supports efficient object sharing, memory management, and
failure recovery in a distributed environment. The evaluation using
various web applications suggests that the Semi-FaaS execution
supported by BeeHive can reach sub-second resource provisioning
on commercialized FaaS platforms like AWS Lambda, which is up
to two orders of magnitude better than other alternative scaling
approaches in cloud computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The dynamic nature of the real-world web environment stimu-
lates strong demand for resource elasticity, i.e., to rapidly and auto-
matically scale with the fluctuating workload. Fortunately, cloud
vendors have proposed many different scaling mechanisms, and
function-as-a-service (FaaS) is one of the most recent and popular
solutions. Compared with others, FaaS automatically scales applica-
tions in a finer granularity (namely functions) and shorter reaction
time. It also embraces a pay-as-you-go model for cost-efficient com-
putation.

FaaS has drawn great attention since its birth. Mainstream cloud
vendors have provided their own FaaS platforms [12, 17, 32, 36,
47], while prior work has proposed to run various applications as
FaaS functions, including video processing [30], software compila-
tion [29], micro-services [31, 39], data-parallel execution [55, 56],
etc. Those applications exhibit massive parallelism, which suits
FaaS well in that they can be supported by elastic and unbounded
computing resources in the cloudwith acceptable budgets. However,
FaaS encounters challenges when applying to more complicated
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scenarios. A typical example is traditional monolithic web applica-
tions. Although they also require elastic resources to tackle request
bursts, it is quite difficult to migrate them to FaaS.

To further understand the challenges in adapting web applica-
tions to FaaS, this work tries three different mechanisms on an
enterprise-level web application named pybbs [8], but none of them
is satisfying. First, it is inappropriate to directly run those compli-
cated applications atop FaaS due to their stateful nature violates
the stateless assumption of FaaS. Second, it is not practical to man-
ually break them into fine-grained functions for FaaS due to their
code complexity and tight integration with underlying develop-
ment frameworks. Third, it is not feasible to statically slice web
applications due to dynamically generated classes and general call
stubs from frameworks. The above observations call for a new ex-
ecution paradigm, which leverages the power of FaaS while still
keeping the monolithic nature of web applications.

This work thus proposes Semi-FaaS, a new execution model
for complicated applications (like web services) to embrace FaaS.
Figure 1 illustrates that Semi-FaaS combines the execution model
of both traditional monolithic services and FaaS: instead of directly
running or code refactoring, Semi-FaaS only uploads fine-grained
code snippets to FaaS for execution while executing the rest and
maintaining states on the monolith side (referred to as server). Due
to the complexity of static analysis, Semi-FaaS relies on managed
runtimes from high-level languages to dynamically extract code
snippets and offload them to FaaS. We have implemented BeeHive
in Java, a managed language widely used in web applications, to
realize the Semi-FaaS model. Our contributions are as follows.

StateState

State

Monolithic FaaS Semi-FaaS

Figure 1: The Semi-FaaS model combines both

An offloading-based Semi-FaaS execution model. BeeHive
provides an offloading-based execution model, which automatically
extracts and offloads sliced Java code snippets from the original
monolithic application (or server) to FaaS platforms for execution.
Rather than statically analyzing complicated code of web applica-
tions, BeeHive relies on the language runtimes (JVMs) to collect
the application profiles and select time-consuming functions for
offloading. Afterward, BeeHive calculates an initial closure from the
function and sends it to FaaS. Due to the inaccuracy of dynamic
analysis, the initial closure is incomplete, so BeeHive embraces a
fallback-based mechanism, which returns the control flow from
FaaS back to the server to handle issues like missing code and
data. The fallback mechanism continuously completes the closure
and quickly achieves comparable performance against that on the
server.

Comprehensive analysis and optimizations to reduce the
fallback overhead. The major shortcoming of BeeHive’s offload-
ing mechanism is the fallback overhead, which mainly consists of

three parts according to our analysis. First, frameworks in web appli-
cations heavily rely on native invocations, many of which are cou-
pled with native states and cannot be offloaded. BeeHive proposes
the Packageble abstraction, which allows packing related native
states into closures and thus enables offloading native invocations.
Second, web applications frequently communicate with external
services (like databases) through stateful connections. Since those
connections are not offloadable, BeeHive provides a proxy-based
communication mechanism to eliminate network-related fallbacks.
Third, the first few invocations to FaaS functions suffer from large
overhead due to excessive fallbacks, the warm-up phase in JVM,
and the instance construction in FaaS platforms (also known as
cold boot). BeeHive thus provides the shadow execution mechanism,
which executes duplicated user requests on FaaS with no side ef-
fects, while the real requests are executed in servers and thus not
bothered by any fallbacks.

Aruntime system to support consistent execution onmul-
tiple endpoints. The runtime system in BeeHive is responsible for
data sharing, offloading method selection, and memory manage-
ment among multiple endpoints (servers and FaaS functions). To
enable efficient data sharing among multiple endpoints, BeeHive
modifies the object address layout to distinguish remote references,
and it also relies on the Java Memory Model (JMM) to handle syn-
chronizations among endpoints. It further leverages the intensively-
used annotations in frameworks to filter candidate functions and
provides a profiler to find time-consuming ones for FaaS execution.
BeeHive also proposes a low-pause garbage collector to reclaim
memory resources among different endpoints and provides a re-
execution-based failure recovery mechanism to handle failures on
FaaS invocations.

A thorough evaluation against other scaling solutions. Bee-
Hive is implemented atop the HotSpot JVM for OpenJDK 8. We have
employed it on two widely-used FaaS platforms, OpenWhisk [15]
and AWS lambda, and evaluated it with enterprise-level web appli-
cations [13]. The result shows that BeeHive can react to the dynamic
workload with instances in the FaaS platform and reduce the tail
latency in less than one second at best, which is up to two orders of
magnitude better than other scaling approaches provided by AWS.
Thanks to the optimizations in BeeHive, the number of fallbacks
is trivial and leads to moderate execution overhead. However, for
applications inducing many fallbacks (e.g., frequent synchroniza-
tion on shared variables), the overhead of BeeHive may still be
considerable.

2 ANALYSIS AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Tackling Request Bursts with FaaS
Request bursts are long-term enemies for web applications. Due to
the highly dynamic characteristics of requests, bursts are usually
unpredictable but damaging. In the last few years, well-known web
services like Twitter and Paypal have suffered from unavailabil-
ity when facing sudden request bursts [1, 2]. To show the effect
of request bursts on web applications, this paper uses pybbs, an
enterprise-level web service studied by prior work, as an example
for analysis. pybbs is a popular open-source forum built with main-
stream web frameworks like Spring [59] and contains 24692 Java
classes in all [13].We run the pybbs web server in an AWSm4.xlarge
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instance (4 vCPUs) and simulate clients to comment on different
topics. Figure 2 indicates that both the average and tail latencies of
pybbs dramatically increase with the number of concurrent clients,
which may lead to the degradation of user experiences.
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Figure 2: The latency of web service (pybbs) rapidly in-
creases with the number of concurrent clients

An intuitive solution to handle request bursts is adding more
resources. Fortunately, cloud vendors have provided various solu-
tions for resource scaling. Taking AWS as an example, it provides
the following choices.

• Reserved instance. Customers can reserve cloud resources
and use them once request bursts happen. Since those in-
stances are prepared in advance, they can rapidly handle
request bursts, but the cost is relatively high: the instances
must be active no matter if they are used, and they should
be reserved for at least one year [18].

• On-demand instance. As the name suggests, this type of
instance can be created on-demand to handle request bursts.
However, the instance creation time is relatively long.

• Burstable instance. This type of instance is similar to re-
served instances but embraces a different billingmodel: when
the resource is not sufficiently used, AWS reduces its cost.
The burstable instance can also be used on-demand, but we
mainly discuss its reserved use case in this work.

• Fargate. AWS Fargate provides a similar abstraction to FaaS:
it automatically scales the resources (in containers) to meet
the demand of dynamic workloads. Nevertheless, the granu-
larity for configuration and billing is not flexible compared
with FaaS.

• Lambda (FaaS). AWS lambda claims to scale smaller pieces
of code (i.e., functions) in a rapid, elastic, and automatic
fashion.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the above scaling so-
lutions. The preparation time for different solutions is evaluated
by employing a prepared system image with OpenJDK 8 installed.
Compared with others, the FaaS solution (Lambda) finishes resource
provisioning in a second or less, and the billing granularity is as
small as a millisecond. As for configuration, FaaS allows customers
to configure memory resources in MB, while others only support
GB-level configuration. Last but not least, only FaaS and Fargate
support auto-scaling, which automatically scales resources up and

down due to workload fluctuation, while others need to involve
manual resource management1. To summarize, FaaS would be an
appealing choice to rapidly auto-scale and fight against request
bursts.

2.2 Implications of Applying FaaS to Web
Applications

Although FaaS has virtues like rapid auto-scaling and pay-as-you-
go billingmodel, it is not trivial to adapt existing web applications to
FaaS platforms. In this section, we show three different methods to
migrate an enterprise-level web service (pybbs) into FaaS platforms
for execution, but none of them is satisfying. Our experiences are
shown below.

Method 1: direct execution. The most straightforward way is
to directly run web applications as a whole atop FaaS platforms.
Although the notion of FaaS suggests a brand-new instance should
be created for each request, mainstream platforms have provided
instance caches to mitigate the overhead of environment setup (or
cold boot). The life span of a cached instance is usually hours [64],
which is enough for a short-term request burst.

However, FaaS is mainly designed for auto-scaling fine-grained
and stateless tasks (functions), which is not the case for monolithic
and stateful applications. Web services usually contain complex
local states like sessions and local files, which violates the state-
less nature of FaaS. When a function (e.g., a request) finishes its
execution, the local states might be abandoned by the FaaS plat-
form, which leads to data loss and unavailability. Prior work has
shown that both popular monolithic web services [13] and smaller
micro-services [40] contain complex states, which makes it difficult
to migrate them to FaaS. Although FaaS platforms have provided
stateful support recently [22, 38, 58, 66], they still require signifi-
cant modifications to existing applications for state management.
Despite local states, the large code base of web services also makes
it inconvenient for FaaS execution. For example, mainstream FaaS
platforms only support launching a function from an uploaded jar
file whose size is not larger than 50MB. In contrast, the packed jar
file for pybbs is 67MB and thus cannot be directly uploaded for
execution.

Experience 1: Direct execution is not appropriate as web appli-
cations’ stateful and monolithic nature violates the stateless and
lightweight assumptions of FaaS.

Method 2: manual rewriting. Our experience with direct ex-
ecution suggests that directly running web applications on FaaS
is not practical. We thus turn to a rewriting-based method, which
manually splits applications into small pieces and selectively up-
loads some of them to FaaS. Unfortunately, this method is also
unacceptable due to the complexity of web applications. Those ap-
plications contain a large number of classes, which are mainly con-
tributed by web development frameworks. Although those frame-
works greatly reduce the development labor with their expressive
annotations and versatile functionalities, their complexity makes
rewriting quite difficult. As for pybbs, 99.6% of its compiled jar
file is filled with framework-related Java classes, including user
authentication (Spring [59]), object-relational mapping required

1EC2 also supports auto-scaling, but it can only create new instances and users are
still responsible for launching services on them
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Table 1: Comparisons on existing scaling solutions exemplified by AWS

Scaling solution Minimum running time Billing granularity Preparation time Configuration granularity (memory) Auto-scaling
Reserved 1 year years - GB no
On-demand 1 minute seconds ∼40 seconds GB no
Burstable 1 year years - GB no
Fargate 1 minute seconds ∼40 seconds GB yes
Lambda (FaaS) 1 millisecond milliseconds <1 second MB yes

by storage services (MyBatis [6, 7]), and optimizers (HikariCP [5]).
To rewrite web applications into smaller parts, developers need to
manually refactor those frameworks into lightweight ones. Recent
experiences [4] also show that totally rewriting web applications
to replace the frameworks’ functionalities may take years, which
suggests the rewriting method is infeasible and thus necessitates
an automatic approach [40].

Experience 2: Web applications are too complicated to manually
rewrite into smaller, FaaS-friendly pieces.

Method 3: static code analysis. As rewriting is infeasible, an
alternative solution is to automatically extract executable pieces
from web applications through static analysis. Unfortunately, static
analysis has also proven difficult when applied to monolithic web
applications [13] since development frameworks heavily rely on
dynamic code generation for helper classes and general call stubs.
Taking the comment request in pybbs as an example, frameworks
generate 287 new classes for the request class, which greatly en-
larges the code base for analysis. Those generated classes wrap the
real comment request with nearly 20 indirect invocations, resulting
in a deep call stack. Furthermore, many call sites use general stubs
for invocations, which contain tens of possible call targets for each.
A typical example is MethodInterceptor, a commonly-used stub to
intervene in user-defined methods. In pybbs,MethodInterceptor has
31 different kinds of implementations. All dynamically generated
classes and stubs create obstacles for a static analyzer to split web
applications into FaaS-friendly functions.

Experience 3: Web applications are too dynamic to be statically
analyzed.

2.3 Design Principles of Semi-FaaS
Our analysis necessitates a new execution model for web applica-
tions to leverage the power of FaaS, which should conform to the
following principles:

• Partial. Web applications should be partitioned, and only a
part of them should be offloaded to FaaS for cost-efficient
execution.

• Automatic. Due to the code complexity of web applications,
they should be automatically partitioned and uploaded to
FaaS.

• Dynamic. Due to the dynamic nature of web applications,
they should be dynamically analyzed for smart partitioning
and offloading.

Considering such principles, we thus propose Semi-FaaS, a model
combining the normal execution with FaaS for web applications.
We implement BeeHive to realize the Semi-FaaS execution model.

3 OFFLOADING-BASED SEMI-FAAS WITH
BEEHIVE

3.1 Overview
According to experiences in Section 2.2, we build a Semi-FaaS exe-
cution model atop BeeHive, an automatic and dynamic offloading
framework supported by managed runtimes (like JVMs). The ar-
chitecture of BeeHive is shown in Figure 3. Note that the design of
BeeHive is not restricted to JVMs and can be used in other language
virtual machines like JavaScript V8.

BeeHive mainly contains two parts: long-running servers, which
originally accept and process user requests, and FaaS platforms. It
is non-intrusive to both FaaS platforms and operating systems and
can be directly used by commercialized ones like AWS Lambda.
When facing request bursts, BeeHive controls servers to proactively
offload a part of its workload as functions to FaaS platforms for
execution, while the rest is still handled by the server (namely
Semi-FaaS). The number of offloaded requests is determined by an
offloading ratio, and BeeHive can scale in and out by setting the
ratio. For each offloaded function, BeeHive leverages the managed
runtimes provided by high-level languages like Java to track their
runtime behaviors and construct an initial closure, which is the
basic unit for FaaS execution. The initial closure contains code (Java
bytecode) and data likely to be used according to dynamic profiling,
which is sent together with user arguments to the FaaS platform.
After receiving the initial closure, the FaaS platform assigns it to
an instance (usually containers or virtual machines) for execution.

With the offloading mechanism above, BeeHive can achieve user-
transparent and lightweight offloading by only sending closures
to FaaS platforms. Nevertheless, due to the dynamic nature of Bee-
Hive’s offloading mechanism and the complexity of monolithic web
applications, the initial closure is incomplete, and the execution
on FaaS can encounter issues like missing code or data. To this
end, BeeHive embraces a fallback-based approach and relies on the
managed runtime to detect and handle all fallbacks. As shown in
Figure 3, functions on FaaS send fallback-related requests to the
server, while the server handles requests and sends the results back
so that the offloaded function can resume its execution. For exam-
ple, if the function encounters a missing code, it sends a request
with the name of the missing Java class, while the server sends the
corresponding class file back to the function. The fallback-based
mechanism repeats until the offloaded function exits with a return
value.

The fallback mechanism in BeeHive ensures the progress of FaaS
execution. Furthermore, the frequency of fallbacks gradually de-
creases as the closure is refined by receiving results from the server
(e.g., fetched code and data). Nevertheless, the overhead of fallbacks
is still considerable, and BeeHive is responsible for (1) reducing the
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Figure 3: The workflow of BeeHive’s offloading mechanism

number of fallbacks and (2) reducing the performance overhead
of fallbacks. Specifically, BeeHive needs to handle the following
challenges given the characteristics of web applications, and we
will elaborate on how BeeHive solves them in the rest of this section.

• Native invocations.Native invocations are intensively used
in web applications, but they are treated as not offloadable
due to tight coupling with JVM-specific native states, which
leads to fallbacks for each native call.

• Stateful connections.Web applications are interactive and
contain connections with external services like databases.
Those connections cannot be directly offloaded and cause
fallbacks for each inter-service communication.

• Warmup overhead. The number of fallbacks is large for the
first few executions on FaaS. Furthermore, the FaaS platform
needs to establish a fresh runtime environment for function
execution, which also contributes to prohibitive execution
overhead, and naively offloading functions leads to a long
tail problem.

3.2 Handling Native Invocations
High-level languages like Java allow applications to use native li-
braries through their native interfaces. Due to the dynamic nature
of web applications, native invocations are heavily used. For exam-
ple, the frameworks frequently use the Reflection APIs to query
the metadata of classes and methods, which invokes corresponding
native methods to access off-heap data. Since native data is out of
management by the Java heap, prior work usually avoids offload-
ing native invocations. For example, COMET [34] returns from
the offloaded endpoint to the original device when encountering
a native call. However, the fallback overhead is not acceptable for
web services, and BeeHive should reduce fallbacks related to native
invocations.

Table 2: Native methods used in pybbs request handling

Categories Invocation Numbers Representative Methods
Pure on-heap 226643 System.arraycopy
Hidden states 34749 MethodAccessor.invoke0
Network 248 socketRead0
Others 415 Thread.currentThread

We first analyze which native methods are heavily used in web
applications, exemplified by pybbs. Table 2 shows the number of

native invocations by dividing them into different categories. Since
each request contains over 200 thousand invocations to different
native methods, simply returning to servers for handling would
introduce prohibitive overhead.

Fortunately, most native invocations do not involve complicated
manipulations on native states and can be directly handled on the
FaaS side. We divide those native methods into four categories and
handle them separately.

Pure on-heap operations. Most invoked native methods only
manipulate data on the heap. Applications and libraries use them to
improve their performance (for example, using arraycopy to copy
a large array). Since those methods do not impact off-heap states,
they can be directly executed on FaaS.

Hidden states. Although most invocations are easy to handle,
web applications also invoke methods that contain hidden states
stored off-heap. Those methods are frequently invoked by web
development frameworks mainly because they need to access object
metadata like classes and methods. Therefore, BeeHive proposes
an abstraction named packageable classes, which pack native states
together with Java objects to support direct invocation on FaaS
without fallbacks.

Packageable classes are implemented via the packageable Java
interface. A Java class implementing the packageable interface con-
tains methods to specify how to marshal/unmarshal the native
states owned by a Java class. During offloading, if the type of an
object is packageable, BeeHive will invoke its marshal method to
pack native states into the closure and subsequently call its un-
marshal method to transform and store the native states on the
FaaS side. A typical example is a Method object which stores an
off-heap reference to corresponding method-related metadata. If
BeeHive only offloads the Method object, its native states become
uninterpretable and induce correctness issues for related methods
like invoke0. Therefore, we refactor the Method class to implement
packageable to include necessary metadata (such as the method
name) into the closure and unmarshal it on the FaaS side. Thanks
to the packageable interface, BeeHive can offload native methods
together with their corresponding states and avoid a large number
of fallbacks. The annotation burden is also acceptable: we manually
enhance 15 Java classes as packageable. Since all those classes are
in the Java system library (JDK), other applications can also reuse
them for offloading.

Network-related. Web applications rely on native socket APIs
to communicate with others (like databases). BeeHive proposes a
separate approach for those network-related invocations, which
relies on the support of packageable classes (discussed later in
Section 3.3).

Others. Other methods, such as currentThread() are stateless
and cause no side effects among invocations. Those methods can
also be tagged and directly executed on FaaS.

After handling the above four categories of native methods, Bee-
Hive allows most native invocations in offloaded code snippets to
execute directly on FaaS. As shown in Section 5, fallbacks due to
native invocations have been eliminated in all evaluated applica-
tions.
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3.3 Proxy-Based Connection Management
Web applications are also connected with others during their exe-
cution. A typical example is storage services (or databases), which
are used to maintain persistent states. As for pybbs, the execution
of each comment request includes more than 80 rounds of com-
munication with databases. If network communication cannot be
offloaded, the fallback overhead for each request would become con-
siderable. Nevertheless, the connections between web applications
and databases contain complex system states, and offloading them
may involve migrating kernel-related states to the FaaS platform,
which is not practical in our user-level design. To this end, we pro-
pose a proxy-based approach to manage those stateful connections.

The core idea of our proxy is to share a connection to external
services between servers and FaaS functions. As shown in Figure 4,
each database service can have its own proxy for connection man-
agement, which runs on the same machine as the service. When the
server establishes a connection with the database, it is actually con-
nected via the proxy. The proxy originally maintains connections
to both database and server by memorizing their corresponding
descriptors. When a connection needs to be offloaded, the server
sends a special prepare request to the proxy to generate a unique
ID for the connection. This ID is stored in the proxy and returned
to the server. Afterward, the server treats the ID as a part of native
states related to the offloaded network-related object (the corre-
sponding type is SocketImpl) and packs it into the initial closure.
As for the FaaS side, it unpacks the native states and connects to
the proxy with the unique ID. After receiving the ID, the proxy can
determine that the request is from an offloaded function, so it main-
tains a descriptor mapping among the server, FaaS, and database.
Subsequently, requests from the FaaS function will be redirected
and sent to the database through the same connection it uses before
offloading, and no fallback is required.

Server

FaaS

Proxy Database

prepare

return (ID=123)

…

ID=123

…

offloading closure

connect (ID=123)

ID Server FaaS DB

123 14 32 16

fd:16fd:14

update

3

2

1

4

5

Figure 4: BeeHive’s proxy-based connection management

3.4 Hiding Warmup with Shadow Execution
A newly-offloaded function may encounter an extremely long ex-
ecution time due to a warmup phase whose overhead consists of
three parts. First, as the resources are supplied on demand in FaaS
platforms, a function may suffer a cold boot when it is running
for the first time, which involves launching new instances (virtual
machines or containers), deploying JVMs, creating network con-
nections, etc. Second, since JVMs need to load required classes and
profile user methods for optimizations, the first-time execution is
usually slow. Third, as the initial closure is incomplete, it triggers
many fallbacks to fetch missing code and data. Although prior
work [23, 26, 52, 57, 62] has proposed solutions to mitigating the

effects of cold boots in FaaS, they cannot solve fallback-related prob-
lems and still cause the long-tail problem for offloaded functions.
Instead of optimizing the warmup, BeeHive proposes an alternative
method named shadow execution to hide the warmup overhead
from users.

The shadow execution in BeeHive offloads a duplicated user
request to the FaaS platform, and the execution introduces no side
effects on observable states. The real request is executed on the
server side and directly returned to users once complete. When
the shadow execution finishes, the warmup phase is passed and
the closure on the FaaS side has been refined, so the subsequent
requests can be effectively offloaded and executed.

The major challenge for shadow execution is how to process
a duplicated user request without introducing observable state
modifications. BeeHive divides potentially observable states into
two parts: memory states and external states. As for memory states,
BeeHive relies on the stateless feature of FaaS functions, which
suggests all states on the FaaS platform can be treated as invisible
(an exception is shared states between FaaS and servers, details
in Section 4). As for external states, they are usually persisted in
databases, which are managed by neither the server nor the FaaS
platform. To this end, BeeHive leverages the aforementioned proxies
to intercept all operations on external states and specially handle
those from a shadow FaaS execution. When the shadow execution
begins, the FaaS platform sends a shadowbegin message to the
proxy. The message also contains an identifier to specify the FaaS
function so that its subsequent write requests introduce no side
effects. When the shadow execution ends, the FaaS platform sends
a shadowend message, and subsequent requests from the function
can be normally handled.

4 THE BEEHIVE RUNTIME SYSTEM
Laying the foundation of offloading, the BeeHive runtime is respon-
sible for handling all communications between servers and FaaS
platforms, including state management, closure construction, and
memory management. Building such runtime for offloading also
faces several challenges. First, BeeHive should correctly handle cases
when states are shared among FaaS functions and servers. Second,
BeeHive should choose suitable functions for offloading regardless
of the code complexity of monolithic web services. Third, BeeHive
should manage memory resources in a distributed manner. Lastly,
BeeHive should recover from cases where a remote invocation to
FaaS fails.

4.1 Distributed Object Sharing
Since the offloaded functions contain objects originally residing
in the server, they are potentially shared with other endpoints
(the server and other FaaS functions), and BeeHive needs to handle
them specially. Figure 5 illustrates an example where objects are
shared between a newly offloaded function and the server. When
the function is is being launched, the server JVM constructs the
initial closure to include objects likely to be used by the offloaded
function. Suppose the dynamic analysis includes object a and c
in the closure but excludes b. The chosen objects are copied into
a buffer and sent to a FaaS instance for execution. Since object a
points to b, which is not in the closure, BeeHive needs to mark the
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reference as a remote one. As Figure 5 shows, BeeHive modifies
the reference in a to mark the most significant bit as 1. Since the
resulting address is only used in the kernel space, it cannot be
confused with normal heap references in a JVM on FaaS.

When the FaaS function receives the closure, it directly copies
all objects therein to its own heap. Those objects are stored in a
separate space called closure space for ease of memory management
(details in Section 4.4). After copying, the FaaS function responds
with the start address of the closure space. Since the copied objects
remain in the same order as those in the initial closure, the server
can easily calculate the new address in FaaS and establish a one-
to-one address mapping for each offloaded object. This mapping
is responsible for synchronizing updates on the shared objects
between FaaS functions and the server.

Introducing remote references allows BeeHive to restrict the
initial closure size, but it may cause unexpected behaviors when
FaaS functions access them. For example, the FaaS function in
Figure 5 may access object b, whose address is out of the heap
range. To ensure correctness, BeeHive instruments check for each
reference loading operation to detect remote references. When the
most significant bit is set, BeeHive triggers a fallback, fetches the
corresponding object from the server, and resets the bit to avoid
repeated fallbacks. Note that the check instructions are only added
on the FaaS side and thus induce no overhead on the server.

Server JVM

FaaS func1
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b
d

c
0x200 0x100
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23

4
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Figure 5: BeeHive’s object sharing mechanism

4.2 Shared State Synchronization
Applications would leverage synchronization primitives to coordi-
nate accesses on shared objects which may be distributed to FaaS
functions in BeeHive. To this end, BeeHive needs to support state syn-
chronization to ensure consistent execution for multiple endpoints.
A naive solution would be broadcasting all updates conducted by
any endpoint, which can cause considerable overhead. Similar to
prior work [34], BeeHive embraces a release consistency model
based on the Java Memory Model (JMM) [35], which synchronizes
states amongmultiple endpoints for each synchronization primitive.
For simplicity, we introduce the implementation of commonly-used
monitor-based synchronizations as an example. Other synchroniza-
tion operations, like volatile memory accesses, are also supported
by BeeHive.

In Java, every object can be used as a lock to handle synchroniza-
tions with the synchronized keyword. JMM states the happen-before

relationship with object locks: if thread A acquires a lock previously
released by thread B, then all memory operations before the lock
releasing operation in thread B should be observed by thread A
before any of its future memory operations. BeeHive conforms to
JMM and leverages locks for state synchronizations among end-
points. Figure 6 shows the workflow of a state synchronization
between two FaaS functions. When function 1 acquires the lock, it
checks the last owner of it. If it is previously held by other endpoints
(function 2 in this example), a happen-before relationship should
be established between them, and a synchronization is required. To
this end, function 1 first communicates with the server for coor-
dination, and the server subsequently contacts the previous lock
owner (function 2). On receiving the acquiring request, function
2 sends related states (in objects) together with the lock to the
server. Since the server has maintained the address mapping for
all functions, it translates the object addresses from function 2 to
function 1 and finally responds to function 1 for both lock granting
and heap synchronization. Although this design involves the server
for each synchronization, it avoids computing and maintaining
address mappings in individual FaaS functions, which are volatile
and can be destroyed by the FaaS platform. In our evaluation, we
show that the overhead is acceptable given the low frequency of
synchronizations.

header data
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Figure 6: Lock-based synchronization in BeeHive

The remaining issue is to determine which objects should be sent
for each synchronization. First, we only need to consider objects in
the closure as they are shareable with other endpoints. To further
reduce the data size for each synchronization, BeeHive instruments
write operations to maintain a dirty object list for each endpoint
and only send them upon synchronization. The instrumented in-
structions are also simple and induce moderate overhead.

4.3 Root Method Selection
The initial closure for offloading is constructed from a root method.
Once selected, BeeHive recursively traverses code and data likely
used by the root method and packs them as an initial closure. How-
ever, due to the complexity of monolithic web applications, it is
difficult to determine which method should be chosen as the root to
construct the initial closure. A strawman design would be relying
on the dynamic profiling module embedded in JVM’s interpreters
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to find suitable methods according to their invocation count and
frequency. Unfortunately, web development frameworks like Spring
introduce call stubs, or interceptors, to manage user-provided meth-
ods. Those interceptors are frequently invoked, but they contain
many possible target methods, so offloading them would induce
a large closure and unsatisfying performance. Therefore, BeeHive
needs to filter out those framework-related methods before selec-
tion.

To capture the business logic, web development frameworks
require users to annotate their methods (for example, comment
in pybbs) so that they can be instrumented and managed. Simi-
lar annotations are commonly supported in various frameworks
regardless of language, such as Java Struts, Python Django, and
NodeJS Express. We find that they can be used to distinguish user-
provided methods from framework-generated ones without any
modifications to applications. To this end, we introduce the no-
tion of offloading candidates, which consists of methods already
annotated by users during development. Only those candidates can
be chosen as root methods and constructed as offloadable initial
closures.

The profiler in BeeHive is implemented via a Java agent, which
records the invocation count and the accumulated execution time
for each candidate method through code instrumentation. BeeHive
leverages two heuristics to choose offloaded methods. First, the
accumulated execution time should be large. Second, the average
execution time should not be short (e.g., less than one millisecond)
to avoid large execution overhead. Although simple, this policy
can pick out suitable root methods for offloading and mitigate the
pressure on the server. Advanced root method selection policies
taking method behavior (e.g., synchronization operations) into con-
sideration may result in better decisions. We left the policy design
as our future work.

4.4 Memory Management
After offloading code snippets to FaaS for execution, BeeHive is
responsible for managing memory resources for both servers and
FaaS instances. Fortunately, the execution model of FaaS functions
in BeeHive is clearly defined, which makes it simple to implement
a collector with short pauses. As illustrated in Section 3.1, the
execution of all FaaS functions in BeeHive starts from an initial
closure. BeeHive assumes all objects in the initial closure are useful
for function execution, so none of them is collected or moved unless
the FaaS instance is destroyed. Similarly, if a remote object is fetched
from the server or other FaaS functions, it is also treated as alive.
In contrast, objects created during execution are only useful in
the context of a single invocation. When the function finishes its
execution, those objects can be collected.

Considering the different lifecycles of objects, BeeHive imple-
ments a two-space garbage collector for FaaS functions. It first
constructs a closure space for the initial closure, and objects fetched
from remote are also added to the closure space. As for other newly
created objects, BeeHive uses an allocation space to serve normal
heap allocation. The closure space and allocation space resemble
the old-young heap layout in traditional generational collectors,
except that closure space is never collected as all objects are treated
alive. When the allocation space is exhausted, BeeHive traverses

the heap from roots on the stack and the closure space to reclaim
dead objects. After GC, the allocation space becomes nearly empty
and thus ready for subsequent allocation requests. To avoid costly
scanning on the whole closure space during GC, BeeHive inherits
the card table design from generational GC and marks a range of
memory (512 bytes in BeeHive) as dirty if a cross-space reference
exists. When GC is triggered, only the part marked as dirty should
be scanned, so the performance overhead is trivial. As shown in
Section 5.6, the pause time for BeeHive’s GC is only several mil-
liseconds, and can be further hided by overlapping with network
communications.

As for the server, its GC should consider the shared states with
FaaS functions. Since BeeHive has maintained object mapping tables
in the server to track shared objects, it only needs to add objects in
the tables to the root set when GC starts, and other phases (such
as mark and copy) remain unchanged. If a shared object is moved
by the server, the corresponding mapping table should also be
updated. Since the closure space for each FaaS function is not large,
keeping those objects alive only introduces moderate overhead for
the server.

4.5 Failure Recovery
The Semi-FaaS execution in BeeHive turns normal function calls in
monolithic applications into remote invocations to FaaS, which in-
creases the risk of failure. To this end, BeeHive provides an optional
failure recovery mechanism to handle failed invocations.

Since the visible states of a FaaS function include shared memory
with the server and persistent data on external storage, BeeHive
needs to handle them upon recovery. Since prior work [66] has
proposed methods to reach exactly-once execution for external
storage, BeeHive can directly leverage it to ensure data consistency.
Nevertheless, if a FaaS function has made its memory states visible
by synchronization with the server, those states should be handled
separately.

Since states on FaaS can only become visible via synchroniza-
tions, BeeHive embraces a re-execution mechanism to handle fail-
ures. When a synchronization operation is triggered, BeeHive asks
for the function instance to send its execution stack, all objects
referenced by the stack, and updated shared objects back to the
server. Such a mechanism introduces moderate overhead since the
size of the Java stack and related objects are usually restricted
(several KBs). The stack information is stored together with the
object mapping table for each function. If an invocation to FaaS
fails, BeeHive sends the latest stack information together with the
closure so that the FaaS function can resume its execution from the
last synchronization point. The re-execution does not violate JMM
as it only defers the execution of a remote FaaS function at other
endpoints’ views.

As for the server, since its role is the same as that of a monolithic
web application, BeeHive does not need to add extra failure recovery
mechanisms.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Experiment Setup
We implement BeeHive on the HotSpot JVM of OpenJDK 8u265-ga.
To evaluate the Semi-FaaS execution supported by BeeHive, we
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have compared it with other scaling solutions from AWS, including
on-demand instances, burstable instances, and Fargate. We also
assume a perfect burst handler to immediately forward requests
with pre-defined policies once a burst happens. More complicated
policies are out of this paper’s scope and left as our future work.

We leverage two platforms to deploy BeeHive. OpenWhisk [14]
is a prevalent open-source FaaS platform used by IBM Cloud Func-
tions [37]. We launch OpenWhisk on a control node to manage all
other EC2 instances in the us-east-1 region. Furthermore, we also
deploy BeeHive on AWS Lambda, a commercialized FaaS platform,
to study its performance. To leverage Lambda, we create a Semi-
FaaS template as a container image, which only contains BeeHive’s
JVM for the function to connect with the server. When facing re-
quest bursts, the server JVM sends requests to launch functions on
Lambda from the Semi-FaaS template. Afterward, FaaS functions
automatically connect with the server to receive user requests and
closures for execution.

Since the CPUs used in Fargate and Lambda are Xeon vCPUs
with 2.50GHz, we choose similar configurations for other instances.
The on-demand instances are m4.xlarge (4 vCPUs/2.30GHz, 16GB
DRAM), and the burstable instances are t3.xlarge (4 vCPUs/3.10GHz,
16GB DRAM). Instances used in Fargate also have 4 vCPUs and
16GB DRAM. Since BeeHive only handles one request at a time
in each instance, those used by OpenWhisk are m4.large (2 vC-
PUs/2.30GHz, 8GB DRAM), and the DRAM size for Lambda in-
stances is 1GB (0.6 vCPUs) or 2GB (1.2 vCPUs). As for the database,
if the instance is small, it would become a performance bottleneck
for all scaling solutions. To this end, we launch the database on an
m4.10xlarge instance (40 vCPUs/2.40GHz, 160GB DRAM).

As for applications, we leverage the following web services for
evaluation.

Image processing. This application simulates a web server that
generates thumbnails for images (abbreviated as thumbnail here-
after). It is developed by ourselves with Spring [59] and used as a
micro-benchmark to showhow BeeHive performswith computation-
intensive workloads. Since the thumbnail application requires more
computation resources, its Lambda instance has 2GB DRAM while
others have 1GB.

pybbs. An open-source forum containing 24692 classes. We use
its comment request (containing both I/O and computation work-
load) for evaluation.

SpringBlog [9]. An open-source blogging system containing
18493 classes in all (abbreviated as blog hereafter). We leverage its
archive request for evaluation, which fetches a large number of
records from databases and thus becomes I/O-intensive.

5.2 Burst Reduction
We first evaluate the time required to stabilize tail latency when
facing bursts. In this evaluation, the normal workload is generated
by concurrent clients sending requests repetitively (the number
of clients is chosen to reach nearly peak throughput), while the
workload for bursts is twice as heavy and lasts from the 60th second
to the end. Once new instances become ready, the burst handler
immediately forwards half of the workload to them. Figure 7 shows
the per-second tail latency in 3 minutes for applications. The ideal

case is the burstable instance, which keeps an always-on idle in-
stance and leverages it immediately after a burst happens, so the tail
latency remains relatively stable, but it results in idle resources with-
out bursts. The EC2 reserved instance has a similar performance
and thus does not show in the figure. In contrast, EC2 on-demand
and Fargate instances require more time for resource provision
and result in severe latency fluctuation. Although their preparation
time is similar (mentioned in Section 2.1), on-demand instances
suffer from a slower startup and require more time to launch ap-
plications. Since BeeHive only offloads lightweight code snippets
to FaaS for execution, it reacts to request bursts more quickly. For
the OpenWhisk configuration (BeeHiveO), the average duration to
reach stable latency for all three applications is 9.33 seconds, which
is 11.25× and 6.32× smaller than EC2 on-demand and Fargate, re-
spectively. As for Lambda (BeeHiveL), since each instance has fewer
CPU resources, it requires more time to warm up the JVM, and the
average duration for stable latency is 16.33s (6.43× and 3.61× better
than EC2 and Fargate).

Meanwhile, since FaaS platforms can keep function instances
alive to reduce cold boot frequency (also known as warm boot),
we also evaluate the case when cached instances are available on
FaaS. In this case, BeeHive can reach sub-second resource provi-
sion for both OpenWhisk and Lambda and only take 632.78ms and
668.56ms on average to stabilize request latency for evaluated ap-
plications, which are two orders of magnitude better than other
scaling solutions.

Although effective in reducing request bursts, the Semi-FaaS ap-
proach also introduces performance overhead. As shown in Figure 7,
the stabilized p99 latency is larger than other scaling alternatives
(by 15.0% compared with EC2 on-demand instances on average).
The slowdown is mainly caused by fallbacks, barriers, and proxies.
As for Lambda, the overhead becomes larger (averaging 31.0% com-
pared with EC2). We find the performance difference mainly comes
from larger network latency between Lambda function instances
and EC2 servers even when they are configured in the same vir-
tual private cloud (recommended by AWS to reach short network
latency). Since pybbs and blog require frequent network commu-
nication with the database server, their performance significantly
degrades compared with those on OpenWhisk. We further config-
ure instances in OpenWhisk into different AWS available zones
and the resulting overhead increases to 23.2% on average, which
suggests the importance of network latency.

5.3 Throughput Analysis
We also study BeeHive’s throughput by comparing it with the vanilla
JVM running on an always-on m4.xlarge server. Figure 8 shows
that when running on the same server, BeeHive causes a 7.14% drop
in peak throughput for pybbs. The overhead mainly comes from
barriers to maintain dirty objects, and it can be further eliminated
through recompilation if offloading is never required. As for blog
and thumbnail, the peak throughput is almost the same. Meanwhile,
the always-on configuration cannot further scale when its server is
saturated, while BeeHive can easily scale to higher throughput by
offloading more requests and creating more instances on the FaaS
side. The saturated throughput on OpenWhisk is 840, 640, and 920
requests per second for thumbnail, pybbs, and blog, respectively,
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Figure 7: Tail latency under dynamic workload

which averages 9.41× larger compared with the always-on config-
uration. As for Lambda, the saturated throughput is smaller for
pybbs and blog due to its execution overhead, but it is still 9.11×
better than the baseline. The maximum throughput of BeeHive is
limited by the centralized server, and it can be further resolved by
externalizing the contended shared states to distributed storage.

5.4 Cost Analysis
We also show the end-to-end financial cost of scaling solutions in
Figure 7. For BeeHive’s OpenWhisk configuration, we assume the
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Figure 8: Latency under various throughput settings

price of each instance is equal to EC2 on-demand ones. Since other
scaling solutions always use one more instance for scaling, their
cost remains the same among applications. As shown in Table 3,
the overall cost ($) of BeeHive is larger than others. Since each
FaaS instance contains a full-fledged JVM, BeeHive introduces more
overhead on issues like dynamic compilation and thus requires
more computation resources.

Nevertheless, when the frequency of bursts becomes lower, the
cost of BeeHive declines. Take pybbs as an example: Figure 9 shows
the per-hour cost of scaling solutions when varying the burst ratio
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Table 3: Financial cost for scaling in Figure 7

Scaling solutions thumbnail pybbs blog
EC2 0.007 0.007 0.007
Fargate 0.008 0.008 0.008
Burstable 0.005 0.005 0.005
BeeHiveO 0.010 0.017 0.013
BeeHiveL 0.012 0.010 0.008

(the duration of bursts in an hour) while the burst workload is the
same as Figure 7b. Since the burstable instance is reserved for a
long time, its cost remains constant regardless of the burst ratio.
When the ratio is 67% (the vertical line in Figure 9), the scenario
is the same as that in Figure 7 and BeeHive introduces more cost.
But when it drops to 30%, the per-hour cost of BeeHive on Lambda
is smaller than the always-on burstable configuration. When it
reaches 10%, BeeHive can achieve 3.47× cost reduction with Lambda
(2.08× for OpenWhisk). The Other two applications show similar
results on the 10% burst ratio: the Lambda configuration reaches
4.33× and 2.89× cost reduction for blog and thumbnail (2.60× and
3.47× on OpenWhisk). The results suggest that BeeHive would be
cost-effective especially when the frequency of bursts is relatively
low.

When compared to other on-demand scaling methods (EC2 on-
demand and Fargate), the cost of BeeHive is always higher since it
takes more computation resources due to the offloading overhead.
However, the additional cost brings a faster reaction to request
burst. Besides, the cost can be further eliminated by combining
BeeHive with other scaling solutions, as discussed in Section 5.7.
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Table 4: Minimal tail latency under a fixed throughput

Scaling solutions thumbnail pybbs blog
Vanilla 41.41 34.77 26.72
BeeHiveO 41.99 43.81 29.69
BeeHiveL 41.00 68.30 42.56

5.5 Performance under Various SLOs
Since the tail latency of BeeHive increases, we also study how it
meets the latency requirements (specified by service-level objects
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Figure 10: Tail latency under various SLOs

or SLOs). Table 4 shows the minimal tail latency of BeeHive under a
fixed throughput (50, 170, 130 for thumbnail, pybbs, and blog). Com-
pared with vanilla JVMs running on m4.xlarge instances (the same
baseline for throughput analysis), the best achieved p99 latency is
12.8% larger on average for OpenWhisk (51.6% for Lambda). Fig-
ure 10 further shows the tail latency under various SLOs with blog
as an example. When the SLO becomes lower, all scaling solutions
continuously offload more requests until it is satisfied. However,
BeeHive fails to meet strict SLOs as the vanilla setting due to its
execution overhead.

5.6 Breakdown Analysis
Memory consumption and GC. Since each FaaS instance only
handles one request at a time, the memory consumption is relatively
small. By using the GC mechanism introduced in Section 4.4, the
peak heap memory consumption for each function is restricted
and remains stable (about 3MB, 29MB, and 22MB for thumbnail,
pybbs, and blog, respectively). The memory consumption on the
server side is also moderate: a per-function address mapping table
only occupies hundreds of KBs. Besides, the median GC pause time
for the FaaS instance is 0.92ms, 2.64ms, and 1.42ms, respectively,
which can be overlapped when waiting for the next request from
the server (about 3ms) and cause trivial overhead for the end-to-end
request latency.

Fallback overhead. Table 5 analyzes the fallback overhead of
BeeHivewhen offloading requests to OpenWhisk. Although BeeHive
induces many fallbacks during shadow execution, the number soon
decreases with more invocations. After the first few invocations,
the largest average number of fallbacks per invocation is only seven
in pybbs, and all of them are synchronization-related. Since fall-
backs are rarely triggered, the resulting overhead on Lambda is
only slightly worse (e.g., 6.29ms for pybbs). The number of updated
objects is much larger than that of synchronization fallbacks be-
cause applications guarantee that most shared objects can only be
exclusively accessed.

Shadowexecution. BeeHive’s current implementation only shad-
ows the first invocation to FaaS for each function. The duration
for shadow execution on OpenWhisk is 2.50s on average, which
mainly contains four parts: initialization, remote fetching for code
or data, inter-endpoint synchronization, and normal execution. The
initialization part contains launching container instances and a
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Table 5: Fallback analysis on OpenWhisk

Metrics (Avg.) thumbnail pybbs blog
Fallbacks 1 7 3
Fallback overhead (ms) 0.51 4.15 1.87
Remote fetching 0 0 0
Synchronized objects 5 88 29
Fallbacks (shadow) 64 1525 348
Remote fetching (shadow) 63 1518 345
Fetching overhead (shadow) (ms) 207.75 695.51 246.60

JVM to execute functions (cold boot), whose duration is similar
among applications (about 1s). Note that the time for computing
initial closures is also included in this part, but the duration is
133.66ms on average and can fully overlap with the cold boot phase.
Since the initial closure is not complete, shadow execution also
takes a considerable portion of time to fetch code and data remotely
(shown in Table 5). Thanks to the Packageable interface and proxies
provided by BeeHive, no fallbacks related to native invocations or
network communication are triggered. Finally, the overhead for
synchronization is also trivial (2.84ms on average), given its low
trigger frequency. After shadow execution, the request latency dra-
matically decreases, which helps to reduce the worse case latency
by 6.45× on average and thus mitigate the long tail problem.

5.7 Discussion
Limitations of Semi-FaaS. Although the Semi-FaaS execution
model can provide rapid resource provision, it also introduces per-
formance overhead and costs more when bursts frequently happen.
Therefore, applications satisfying the following requirements are
more suitable for Semi-FaaS. First, the overall execution time should
be at least at the millisecond level considering the performance
overhead. Second, the number of fallbacks should be restricted
during Semi-FaaS execution, which suggests applications should
induce infrequent synchronizations, limited remote code and data
fetching, and inevitable native fallbacks (e.g., accessing local files).
Third, the request burst should not happen frequently so the cost
of FaaS execution is acceptable. Finally, the offloading candidate
selection mechanism in BeeHive can perform better if applications
have annotated their critical methods.

Combination of Semi-FaaS and other scaling solutions. Bee-
Hive can be further combined with other scaling solutions. As men-
tioned in Section 3.1, BeeHive maintains an offloading ratio to scale
in and out. Therefore, applications can scale out with BeeHive be-
fore on-demand instances are launched. When instances are ready,
BeeHive can set the ratio to zero to stop offloading to FaaS. With
this solution, applications can achieve rapid resource provisioning
and less performance overhead when facing bursts.

6 RELATEDWORK
6.1 Stateful Support for FaaS
Although FaaS is originally designed for stateless execution, prior
work has made proposals to support stateful applications. Cru-
cial [54] and Faasm [58] propose annotating objects for sharing
through functions via a distributed data store. Azure Durable Func-
tions [22] enables stateful workflows atop Azure’s FaaS platforms.

AFT [60] and Beldi [66] provide transactional support for FaaS ap-
plications, while Boki [38] further optimizes their performance with
a distributed shared log. BeeHive also allows stateful applications
to execute on FaaS, but with its Semi-FaaS execution model.

6.2 Runtime Optimizations for FaaS
Although appealing for applications with large parallelism and dy-
namic workload, FaaS also shows disadvantages like large startup
time (cold boot) and prohibitive communication overhead. There-
fore, prior work has proposed many different solutions to reduce
the frequency of cold boots [3, 26, 57, 62], shorten the launch
time [10, 23, 33, 50–52, 61], and improve inter-function commu-
nication [11, 30, 41, 42, 45].

High-level languages like JavaScript and Java are intensively
used in FaaS, which stimulates specialized language runtime sup-
port. ReplayableJVM [63] checkpoints an initialized JVM image
to accelerate the startup time for Java FaaS functions, while Cat-
alyzer [26] uses a similar mechanism for the Go runtime. Pho-
tons [27] allows co-executing multiple functions in the same JVM
and improves memory consumption and startup latency. Shred-
der [67] and CloudFlare [20] use lightweight JavaScript V8 contexts
to execute FaaS functions. GraalVM Native Image [21, 65] lever-
ages ahead-of-time compilation to improve the startup time of Java
applications, while JWarmup [68] integrates other techniques like
class data sharing (CDS) [53] for further optimizations. BeeHive
also encounters problems like cold boot in FaaS offloading and it
proposes solutions like shadow execution to mitigate them.

6.3 Language-Assisted Offloading
Offloading is a general approach to leveraging distributed compu-
tation resources. Prior work has relied on programming languages
to offload or migrate objects in a distributed environment. Emer-
ald [19] provides distribution support with a uniform object model,
where objects can be transparently moved among distributed nodes.
Argus [43] introduces actions to allow concurrent execution on dis-
tributed objects. Gallifrey [48] proposes restrictions to safely share
objects among distributed clients. BeeHive transparently migrates
objects to FaaS for distributed execution, but it is mainly designed
for a popular programming language (Java) and requires no modi-
fications to applications. Cloud Haskell [28] and Scala spores [49]
help to capture more information before sending closures for re-
mote execution. BeeHive has a similar goal, but it further considers
capturing native states to avoid fallbacks due to native method
invocations.

Another line of work designs the offloading mechanism atop
language runtimes due to their ability to track application behav-
iors with acceptable overhead. JESSICA [44, 69] and cJVM [16]
propose a distributed Java virtual machine abstraction so that ap-
plication threads can be transparently offloaded. Hera-JVM [46]
allows task offloading in a heterogeneous environment. MAUI [25]
and CloneCloud [24] offload energy-consuming code from mobile
devices to servers. COMET [34] has a similar goal, but it builds a
DSMmodel among servers andmobile devices and relies on the Java
memory model to support inter-thread synchronizations. BeeHive
instead aims at the FaaS scenario and proposes a partial, transparent,
and dynamic offloading mechanism atop language runtimes.
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7 CONCLUSION
This paper presents BeeHive, a partial, automatic, and dynamic of-
floading framework for web applications to leverage FaaS. BeeHive
automatically extracts fine-grained code snippets from web appli-
cations and leverages a fallback-based mechanism to synchronize
with the original server. BeeHive also conducts a series of opti-
mizations to improve the performance of offloaded functions and
provides runtime support in a distributed execution environment.
The evaluation result shows that BeeHive improves the startup time
by up to two orders of magnitude compared with other scaling
alternatives.
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